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Maintaining your mining
equipment
T

he mining industry has been around
for hundreds and hundreds of years.
People have been digging into the earth
and extracting valuable things from it for
a long time. And like all things – the mining
industry has changed a lot over the course of
history.
When it began, large numbers of men
would just begin digging and chipping into
the earth by hand. Over time, the process
became more automated, explosives
and big machines dug deeper and faster.
Instead of hauling the materials by hand
or pushing them in a cart, now they’re
transported along a belt, inside a pipe, or
hauled away in a truck.
All these changes came about because
of technology, and technology is changing
faster than ever – even in the mining
industry. For example, mines need to
move all that material out of the mine to be
processed. Many times, the most efficient
way to do this is to combine the solids with
liquid to form a slurry and move them
through a pipe.
For any of us who’ve clogged pipes in
our home, we know putting solids through
pipes can bring things to a complete stop.
To prevent these blockages while still
moving product in the most efficient way
possible, VEGA monitors the density inside
the pipe using radiometric technology with
the MiniTrac.
A measurement tough enough for
mines
Mines are harsh, dirty environments,
which is why VEGA made the MiniTrac to
last. It measures density without touching
the product being measured. To do this,
it uses two parts: the MiniTrac sensor and
a radiometric source. The source emits
gamma radiation through the pipe and
the product being measured, the sensor
detects the amount of radiation, and infers
a density measurement. Once these units
are installed and calibrated, they work with
little to no maintenance for the life of the
instrument.
Making up for lost time
A lot has changed in the past 20 to 30
years, and instead of relying on what’s
worked in the past, VEGA has developed
the MiniTrac. After all, if we relied on past
successes, we’d still be digging mines with
shovels and pickaxes because it worked.
The MiniTrac 31 is the latest technology
in density measurement for the mining
industry. It provides big upgrades from

previous generations of densitometers.
For starters, the internal electronics are
completely encapsulated and protected
from the mine’s dirty, harsh environment.
Previous models and competitors’ current
models don’t include that extra layer of
protection to keep the sensor working for
decades to come, and they can be used with
existing source holders. This new sensor is
more compact and lighter, but the housing
is still made with durable cast aluminum
or stainless steel. And finally, guided setup
with PACTware and modular plics® provides
a simple on-board interface.
Modernizing the mine is easy
Upgrading from old to new is a matter
of a simple switch. VEGA offers adapters
that allow installers to simply retrofit the
new generation instruments in the same
spots the decadesold
instruments
existed. Those same
mounting
adapters
come standard with
the ability to mount
directly in place of most
competitors’ density
meters. In most cases,
the same source holder
can be used, making the
switch even easier. Old
technology becomes
new with a simple swap.
Frikkie Streicher
Vega Controls SA
011 795 3249
Frikkie.streicher@
vega.com
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Powerful, innovative and simple to use industrial instruments

T

emp-Tek
have
been
nominated sole agent and
master distributor of Define
instrumentation in South Africa.
Define Instruments manufactures
innovative products for industrial
automation,
measurement,
indication and process control.
They
develop
robust
industrial instruments for a variety
of applications in industries
including mining, manufacturing
and food processing. Both
companies have a rich history of
innovation and problem solving
as well as excellent service and
support. Define challenge the
notion that industrial instruments

must be complicated to solve
complicated applications, they
manufacture products that are
powerful, innovative and simple
to use.
This approach synergizes
very well with Temp-Tek’s own
philosophy of solving complex
problems in as simple and cost
effective a manner as possible
while offering the best possible
service and support.Too many
industrial instruments are met
with a sigh and a roll of the eyes
when it comes to setting them up.
Generations of engineers seem
to accept that time-consuming
and
complex
industrial

instruments are just a fact of life.
Define & Temp-Tek disagree.
Temp-Tek has spent many years
developing relationships with
select manufacturers in order to
bring only the best products to
market in South Africa. These close
knit relationships have allowed
Temp-Tek to better engage with
their manufacturers both in
development and support of all
their products. This means that
Temp-Tek’s team are better able
to assist customers with technical
queries and support and are
therefore able to offer the best
solutions and backup possible.
Temp-Tek are excited to add Define

to that group and look forward to
bringing Define’s customer centric
user experience, quality and
innovation to the South African
process and automation industry.
To quote Anthony Glucina,
Define CEO “These products are
for the guy in the field, the guy
installing the equipment. We want
to make his life as easy as possible.
The pursuit of simplicity makes
our jobs harder but the lives of our
customers easier.”
Roy Embling
Temp-Tek
011 465 8066
roy@temptek.co.za

Light band technology: single sensor for all objects

B

ased
on
continuous,
homogenous light band,
Wenglor’s new retro-reflex sensors
can also reliably detect objects
with irregular or asymmetrical
shapes, for example in the field of
intralogistics.
With three models for different
light band heights, high levels
of user friendliness and special
logistics
functions,
wenglor
provides an economically efficient
and easy to use solution such as for
the prevention of bottlenecks and

jams in warehouse processes.
This results in improved
productivity, increased system
availability,
more
flexible
production and reduced costs.
Retro-reflex sensors with
light band P1EL 100 (27 mm light
band height), P1EL200 (42 mm)
and P1EL300 (54 mm light band
height) have been developed as
two-dimentional light barriers
with homogenous laser light
band. They recognise objects
with various shapes or perforated
surfaces – even dark, transparent
or glossy objects are accurately
detected – at a range of up to 1.6 m.
All the Wenglor models can detect
extremely small parts down to 4
mm throughout the entire range
of 0 to 1.6 m.
Beyond this, smart functions
integrated into the sensor such as
suppression of uneven conveyor

belt areas through the use of
dynamic teach-in and dynamic
readjustment of the switching
threshold, as well as the very
narrow housing with a width of
just 27 mm, offer tremendous
application
and
installation
advantages.
Quick and easy initial start-up
with teach-in key
The sensors can be taught-in
quickly and in an uncomplicated
manner by simply pressing a key.
In order to avoid inadvertent
contact with the key and to permit
flush mounting, the key is located
at a slightly recessed area on the
housing. External teach-in is
also possible via the controller
using a 24 V signal. The dynamic
teach-in function is also highly
advantageous for use on conveyor
belts where uneven belt areas
can easily be suppressed. Even

small parts as little as 4 mm can be
reliably detected in the additional
precision teach-in mode.
Diverse mounting equipment
for any system
The sensors combine emitter
and receiver in a single narrow
housing with a width of just 27
mm, which can be mounted to the
side panels of conveyor systems
in just a few steps. The sensor’s
plug can be rotated up to 180° for
flexible installation and matching
mounting brackets. M4 throughbolts and press-fit sleeves, as well
as reflector sets, simplify precision
installation and alignment of the
retro-reflex sensors.
Anastas Schnippenkotter
ASSTech Process Electronics &
Instrumentation
011 708 9200
info@asstech.co.za

Boiler efficiency is less about age and more about control

B

usinesses that require boilers
for their operation are usually
faced with a choice between
acquiring new boiler units, or
refurbished ones. One of the most
common misconceptions in the
market is that refurbished units are
less efficient or will have shorter life
spans than brand new boilers.
This is according to Jonathan
Probert, CEO of EP Dryden
Combustion – a wholly owned
subsidiary of Energy Partners who says that boilers generally

have particularly long life spans,
and can operate at peak efficiency
for decades. “We routinely come
across boiler units that have
been in operation for 30 years,
and even a handful that are in
great condition after 50 years of
service. With that said, there are
also much younger units that get
condemned.”
Probert explains that an
important differentiator that
determines the life cycle of a
boiler, is how it is operated and

maintained. “The truth is that
boiler units themselves have
not evolved much over the
last 25 years. Aside from one
or two variations, most boilers
operate similarly and are mostly
manufactured in the same
manner. The belief that older
or newer boilers are somehow
superior to one another is
therefore a misperception in our
opinion.”
He adds that factors like scale
build-up caused by a carry-over

of hardness in boiler feedwater
as well as insufficient oxygen
scavenging play a significant
part in shortening the life span
of boilers. “Water-side scale
acts as an insulator on the heat
transfer surfaces of the boiler. If
left unchecked this could lead to
overheating of the surface (usually
presenting as sagging of boiler
tubes), often accompanied by
tube to tube plate leaks. Oxygen
levels in feedwater need to be kept
to a minimum to avoid corrosion.

This can be achieved through the
use of deaerators and/or chemical
treatment (through the addition
of oxygen-scavenging sulphites).
Other operational issues such as
ensuring optimal fuel combustion
and regular efficiency cleans, all
aid in prolonging the life of the
boiler.”
In fact, the boiler’s control
system is more important than
the age of the boiler, according
to Probert. He says that the
boilers refurbished by EP Steam
have on numerous occasions
outperformed new units, chiefly
because they are paired with the

company’s proprietary control
systems. “We have dedicated a
lot of research and development
hours to creating a flexible control
system and software that ensures
peak efficiency. In many instances,
we have seen this bespoke control
system
outperforming
the
systems provided by the original
equipment manufacturers and
we have been contracted by
clients to replace the systems on
brand new boiler units because of
the increased efficiency that this
offers.”
So when it comes down to
comparing brand new boilers

with refurbished ones, Probert is
of the opinion that there is little
difference between the two
options. “It is true that the older
dry back and semi-wet back boiler
designs are less efficient, but a
boiler of say 20 or 30 years old,
professionally-refurbished
and
fitted with our bespoke control
system, will most likely outperform
its youngest rival.”
In light of this, combined with
the fact that refurbished boilers
can be delivered in about half the
time and at about half the price of
new boilers, Probert argues that an
advanced control system makes

the debate around new versus
refurbished largely irrelevant .
“The real question for any
operation should not be whether
they need a new or refurbished
boiler unit, but rather which
combination of boiler shell
and control system will offer
the optimum efficiency most
economically and in the shortest
possible time,”Probert concludes.
Jonathan Probert
EP Dryden Combustion
011 864 2984
sales@drydencombustion.co.za

Allmech – sole authorised agent for Runxin valves in South
Africa

A

llmech, leading South African
manufacturer of boilers
and supplier of water treatment
components, is the sole official
agent for Runxin water treatment
system valves in the country.
Lionel Maasdorp, General
Manager at Allmech, says the
company has been South Africa’s
only authorised agent for Runxin
for 11 years.
“The valves are produced by
Wenzhou Runxin Manufacturing
Machine Co, a global company
founded in 2000, based in China,
which distributes its products into
117 countries around the world,”
he says.
“We partner with Runxin
because we’ve found their valves
to be reliable, easily available and
user-friendly.
They are also easy to service
and have proven to be more
chemical resistant and robust
than other brands on the market.
Furthermore, they are a costeffective option.”
Maasdorp says Runxin has
collected various valve models
that have been in service for 10
years or more, which are on display

at their manufacturing
plant. Similarly, Allmech
has a softener valve
displayed that was in
use for a full 10 years
without a single service,
and still functioning
perfectly.
Allmech,
which is headquartered
in
Johannesburg
and has an office in
Pinetown (KwaZulu-Natal) and
distributors in the Western Cape
and Free State, supplies Runxin
control valves to both domestic
and industrial water treatment
clientele throughout the country,
as well as in neighbouring states.
Allmech stocks Runxin manual
and automatic valves with a range
of flow rates, as well as the Runxin
ceramic ball range. Its water
treatment division also supplies
chemicals, reverse osmosis and
demineralisation plants, softeners
and filters.
“We have a test bench and host
training sessions regularly, and
pride ourselves in our technical
support and spares supply
capabilities,” says Maasdorp. “We
really work hard to provide an
end-to-end solution for our water
treatment clients, whether they
are business owners, engineers or
downstream distributors.
They know they can come to
us for expertise on which valve to
use for a specific application, for
repairs and maintenance, and for
other technical input.”
Allmech supplies Runxin
valves with flow rates ranging
from 4 500 l/hr, such as the F56A1

manual filter valve and the F63B/C
automatic filters, right through
to 30 000 l/hr F112A softener and
F112B filter valves.

Lionel Maasdorp
Allmech
011 849 2731
lionel@allmech.co.za

Tel: 010 595 1824
sales@comtest.co.za
www.comtest.co.za

Fluke’s Official South African Importor

Contact us for technical or seminar
information, demonstrations or to locate
your nearest AUTHORISED dealer.

Buy Fluke by Comtest, where SERVICE AND
SUPPORT is guaranteed
Fluke by Comtest is redefining
the NEW resolution standard.
As technology advances, Fluke
continues to provide more
streamlined features and
resolution for reliable
inspections.
Get more of what
you need with the
new line of cameras
from Fluke.

Want it?
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Compact conductivity monitoring solution

C

ondix is a low maintenance,
easy to install measuring
transducer that saves time
and money. This solution for
monitoring
of
conductivity
in liquids does not require a
separate measuring transducer
nor an expensive special cable or
indicator. It integrates directly into
superordinate systems such as
SAPS and scada via the universal
Modbus RTU interface.
The new and recently
launched Condix from Martens

determines the conductivity of
liquids and the measured ohmic
resistance provides information
about the ion concentration in
the electrolyte. The integrated
transducer converts the signal into
a digital process value and further
scaling in the subordinate system
is not required.
The
universal
Modbus
interface enables convenient
configuration and calibration
of the measuring transducers.
Standard fittings are utilised and

parameterisation prior to field
installation is easily carried
out via a PC tool at the work
station.
Conductivity of water is an
important parameter because
it measures the ability to
pass electrical current. This is
important in industries such
as brewing, pharmaceutical
and food manufacturing.
The monitoring of water
preparation, reverse osmosis
and ion exchanger systems,
in salt water, underground
water preparation on ships,
gas scrubbers and landfill seepage
water for example, can also
benefit from this new transducer
technology.
Intelligent diagnostics
Condix provides Industry
4.0 functions that are useful for
intelligent self-diagnosis, more
efficient maintenance, reduced
downtime and a longer sensor
life. With integration of the
transforming electronics and
the implementation of a digital
interface, the sensor provides

information about its status such
as the internal sensor voltage and
additional device parameters,
in addition to conductivity and
temperature measuring variables.
Advantages include:
• Robust technology in a compact design.
• The measuring transducer is
integrated in the sensor and has
a direct connection to the SPS.
• Less cabling means less installation work.
• All levels up to the PLC can be
connected with one bus cable.
• 4-electrode measuring cell:
resistant to polarisation effects.
Condix is an example of
the advancement of Marten’s
industrial analytical measuring
technology. The integration
of a digital interface supports
conductivity measurement in the
world of Industry 4.0.
Jan Grobler
GHM Messtechnik South Africa
011 902 0158
info@ghm- sa.co.za

New easy-to-deploy vibration sensor simplifies asset
monitoring

A

new
wireless
vibration
monitor uses embedded
analytics to forecast when, how,
and why assets may fail, freeing up
resources while enhancing insight
into operational performance.
Emerson has introduced the
AMS Wireless Vibration Monitor, a
low-cost, easy-to-deploy vibration
sensor that performs prescriptive
analytics on vibration data using
native software to automatically
identify failure modes and prevent
potential problems involving
rotating assets. The new compact

device makes it economically
feasible to fully monitor motors,
pumps, fans and other critical
plant equipment to reduce
downtime and achieve more
reliable operations.
Many organisations lack the
analysis expertise to translate
vibration data into asset health.
The AMS Wireless Vibration
Monitor provides a solution by
collecting and contextualising
vibration data to generate
actionable
information.
By
applying Emerson’s patented
PeakVue™ Plus technology, the
device not only identifies when
and how assets will fail, but also
why. Technicians - regardless of
expertise -can quickly and clearly
identify and prioritise common
mechanical issues such as
bearing defects, gear wear, underlubrication and pump cavitation,
enabling them to focus more on
operations-critical tasks.
“Thanks to the embedded
prescriptive
analytics,
plant
managers can add wireless

vibration monitoring to their
maintenance toolbox without
having to train current staff
to perform complex analysis,”
said Robert Skeirik, director of
machinery
health
solutions
product
management
with
Emerson’s Automation Solutions
business.
Users of Emerson’s Plantweb™
Optics
asset
performance
platform allows can conveniently
receive
machinery
health
alerts anywhere with a mobile
device. These alerts can also be
aggregated with data and asset
health information from other
sensors and systems, allowing
users to run analytics on all types
of assets from a single application.
This provides a more complete
picture of the operation’s
overall health while generating
specific alerts when processes or
performance are at risk. Plantweb
Optics is part of Emerson’s
Plantweb digital ecosystem,
which leverages IIoT technologies,
software, and services to expand

digital intelligence throughout a
workforce.
The AMS Wireless Vibration
Monitor operates on a plant’s
existing WirelessHART® network
and fully supports the vibration
analysis tools included in
Emerson’s AMS Machine Works
software. It uses a triaxial sensor to
capture data in three dimensions
to generate a complete picture of
the machine condition.
The AMS Wireless Vibration
Monitor is the latest addition to
Emerson’s comprehensive health
monitoring portfolio, which
includes the AMS Asset Monitor
and AMS 6500 ATG. Together, these
devices help organizations fully
monitor the health of machinery
equipment, from essential assets
to operations-critical assets that
can have immediate impact on
safety and production.
Devesh Roopnarain
Emerson Automation Solutions
devesh.roopnarain@
Emerson.com

INDUSTRI Tools & Equipment supply and support all industrial
sectors

I

NDUSTRI Tools & Equipment has
recently been launched as part of
the Engineering Solutions Group
(ESG) of Invicta Holdings Limited to supply and support all industrial
sectors in Southern Africa.
Through the consolidation
of six independent tooling

companies – Man-Dirk, Tool Quip
& Allied, SA Tool, Sibuyile Industrial
Supplies, Gem Tool and F&H
Machine Tools – INDUSTRI Tools &
Equipment is well positioned to
improve efficiencies and enhance
productivity for a broad customer
base.

“The local market will
benefit from a unified tools and
equipment
business,
which
offers a comprehensive range
of quality branded products,
through
the
streamlined
procurement of effective tools, via
a broader distribution network.
This range extends from hand
tools for the DIY handyman, to
large-scale supply projects into
mining, power generation and
industrial sectors,” explains Kriban
Govender, Managing Director,
INDUSTRI Tools & Equipment.
“What’s critical for customers,
is dependable support from a
highly-experienced team with
combined technical skills and
expertise. INDUSTRI Tools &
Equipment has greater buying
power for reduced costs and this,
coupled with the fast and effective
supply chain, means increased
value for customers. Since the
launch, there has been minimal

administrative impact from our
re-structure, instead customers
have commented only about the
benefits of simplified processes
and quicker turnaround times.”
The company’s extensive
product offering is available
from seven specialist divisions
- tools and equipment, cutting
tools, welding products, lifting
equipment, PPE products, locks
and machine tools.
The manufacturing division
offers workshop repairs and
services, as well as the production
of a wide range of custom-made
industrial materials, including
welding screens, strip curtains, fire
blankets, spill mats, tarpaulins and
dam liners.
Kriban Govender
INDUSTRI Tools & Equipment
011 386 5801
info@industri.co.za
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Tailor-made mobile robotics
revolutionize humanmachine collaboration in
the automotive industry

A

utomobile production and
assembly line production
have always been closely linked.
It was not until Henry Ford began
using conveyor belts in his
factories in 1913 that the car was
able to conquer the world as a
mass-produced product. Today,
a working day without assembly
lines is inconceivable at the BMW
factories.
The group relies on innovative
transport and logistics to increase
efficiency and flexibility, to better
link work processes, as well as to
relieve employees from repetitive
and time-consuming tasks.
These
concepts
include
Omron LD mobile robots for
material transport that deliver
a particularly high return on
investment (ROI).
These autonomous mobile
robots are equipped with a
conveyor tower - a heightadjustable load handling device,
developed by system integrator
cts GmbH.
The interaction between
employees and transport robots at
BMW impressively demonstrates
how factory harmony can be
implemented in the factory of the
future.
Goal: Continuous optimization
of production and logistics
processes
Depending on the BMW
plant, up to 1600 vehicles are

produced each day. With such
production volumes, continuous
optimization and efficiency gains
through innovative strategies
and technologies are essential.
This also includes logistics and
transport processes in production.
Various small and large parts,
including
components
for
steering wheel and cockpit
assembly, rotable parts or interior
lights for example, must be
transported continuously from
storage to the assembly line.
“Employees in the production
halls were involved in the transport
of components for more than 60
percent of their working time.
Merging the different storage and
production areas with conveyor
belts is impractical, so this step was
mostly done manually, which cost
valuable capacity,”says Aleksandar
Cvetanovic,
European
Key
Account Manager, Automotive
at Omron Industrial Automation
Europe.
Mini Smart Transporters address needs and requirements
BMW factories have utilized
an automated and driverless
transport system since the 1980s.
However, this system is not flexible
in its use and is tied to fixed routes
via lanes in the form of grooves.
BMW needed a robot that could
transport the so-called small load
carriers (KLT), to create its own
route.

This transport robot needed
to be able to flexibly and quickly
adapt to new processes without
having to make major changes to
the infrastructure - an advantage
over
line-guided
materials
handling.
“At the beginning of the
initial project, the first task was
to understand and address the
customer’s requirements and find
out what could be implemented.
What’s more, BMW Group Logistics
needed a standard for its products
and services. The group opted for
LD mobile robots from Omron,
also known as BMW Mini Smart
Transport Robots (miniSTRs), with
specially-designed
conveyor
belt attachments in some of their
factories,”Cvetanovic adds.
As a system integrator,
cts GmbH, a longtime Omron
Solutions Partner, developed a
complete solution of LD mobile
robots - a conveyor attachment
and software that specifically
matches the requirements of
BMW. The solution combines the
Omron Enterprise Manager with
the company’s own Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) system.
Cts GmbH has been using
Omron products and solutions for
years and is currently exploring
new opportunities for the use of
Autonomous Intelligent Vehicles
(AIVs). With over 100 integrated
AIVs, cts GmbH is the largest

system integrator of this vehicle
technology in Europe.
“Developing an overall system
based on the Omron LD, that
meets the high requirements of a
premium manufacturer like BMW,
was a challenge that we gratefully
accepted. Drawing on our many
years of experience with the
Omron LD, which is impressively
demonstrated in more than 100
successful operating AIV systems,
we were able to implement the
ideal solution very quickly and
successfully, together with Omron
and BMW.
Thanks to our extensive
software knowledge and product
AIV framework, integration into
the IT level of the BMW Group was
also easily made possible,” reports
Alfred Pammer, Head of Factory
Automation at cts GmbH.
Ideal route determined independently
Since 2015, the BMW Group
developed the first self-driving
Smart Transport Robots (STR),
together with the Fraunhofer
Institute IML, for the transport
of roll containers on logistics
areas within production halls.
The second generation is now
in operation at the BMW Group
Regensburg plant.
The robots carry roll containers
weighing up to one ton and
transport them autonomously
to the destination of the goods.

They calculate the ideal route
independently and move freely
in the area. The new navigation
method SLAM (Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping) does
not require any permanently
installed navigation transmitters
in buildings and thus can be used
quickly in a new environment.
A built-in battery module of the
BMW i3 powers the STR for a whole
working shift.
The delivery of urgent small
parts is handled by a smaller
version of the STR - the miniSTR
based on the Omron LD mobile
robot.
Worldwide service and support
“To fully automate the
intralogistics and bring together
manufacturing automation with
Industry 4.0 and digitization, a
solution for material transfer had
to be created and job creation
developed using the software
architecture from the cts AIV
framework,” says Cvetanovic.
“Our Enterprise Manager fleet
management system has more
options than other vendor
solutions.
The narrow and high design of
the solution was also beneficial, as
there are quite narrow paths and
high equipment in use at the BMW
plant.
However, the main reason that
BMW has opted for Omron was the
global service and support.

More than a good technical
solution alone is needed for a
global company like BMW.”
The mobile robots from
Omron were first implemented
at the Landshut plant, with
other production sites such as
Munich, Wackersdorf, Berlin,
Leipzig, Regensburg, Eisenach
and Dingolfing currently being
implemented.
Millimeter accurate alignment
Mobile robots such as the
Omron LD in combination with
the customization of cts GmbH
allow significant cost optimization
with barrier-free material supply,
combined with a small footprint avoiding the typical downsides of
traditional conveyor belts.
In addition, the robot can be
deployed quickly and flexibly
thanks to autonomous routes
without forced guidance, such as
induction loops.
The LD robots move at a
speed of up to 1.8 meters per
second. Thanks to their optional
double sensors, guided by special
magnetic strips on the floor, the
robots can align themselves with
millimeter precision.
This additional accuracy
makes it possible to accelerate the
production processes. Users at
BMW also praise the reliability of
their robot colleagues.
“As the robots move between
cells, they detect people or objects

in their way, using their own
sensors.
They then autonomously
maneuver around them or stop to
let people pass by. For example,
the production line operators
and maintenance personnel can
safely work with LD robots,” says
Cvetanovic.
Enterprise Manager adds efficiency
The
Omron
Enterprise
Manager fleet management
system ensures that products are
transported from one production
stage to the next as they become
ready.
It also ensures that the robots
are always charged. Even during
hectic times, the robots can be
briefly steered into the charging
station to give their batteries a
boost as needed.
At planned downtimes, all
robots are sent to their charging
stations. The Enterprise Manager
also makes it easy to add
attachments to robots. If a new
one is added, it does not require
additional programming.
The Enterprise Manager
automatically integrates it into the
current inventory and assigns it the
appropriate tasks.
In addition to enabling
more efficient processes in the
production halls, the Omron LD
robots bring further benefits: the
protection scanners provide the

LD 90 with the necessary security
against other road users, including
both machines and people.
The system offers process
security, while being easy
to operate and integrate.
Automating the process also
makes it cost-effective.
“Automated material handling
without traditional conveyor
technology, barrier-free material
supply and flexible configuration
are
becoming
increasingly
important for future-oriented
production processes.
On top of this, there is also a
need for simple adjustments to
changing production conditions,
such as line shifts or plant
relocation,”says Cvetanovic.
“BMW is an innovation
leader in the automotive sector,
including smart logistics, and
through our partnership with
Omron and cts GmbH, the useful
interaction between the robot
and factory employees will lead
the way for other sectors such as
the pharmaceutical industry,”
concludes Cvetanovic.

Laetitita de Jager
Omron
011 579 2600
laetitia.de.jager@
eu.omron.com
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New Environmental
Conditioning
Laboratory to further
‘refine’ hydrogen
detection in gas
process streams
H

ydrocarbon fuels are essential
for our daily existence.
However,
extracting
usable
fuels from crude oil is a complex
process in which hydrogen plays
a cardinal role, as the correct levels
of hydrogen in a refinery process
stream largely determine the
quality of the final product.
“At RTS Africa Technologies,
we have been distributing H2Scan
hydrogen detection and analysis
products for the past decade.
In particular, H2Scan’s HyOptima range of products have
numerous applications in South
Africa’s oil refineries,” says Ian
Fraser, MD of RTS Africa Group,
a
Tshwane-based
company
specialising
in
innovative
technologies which provide
solutions to industrial challenges.
Among other things, the
company has been involved in
supplying hydrogen production
and analysis equipment for many
years.
To ensure correct and accurate
functioning, the sensors in the
Hy-Optima instruments need
to be conditioned. Until now,
H2Scan has been using the
services of a remote laboratory
which could only condition
H2Scan’s standardised products.
Now, H2Scan has opened a
new expanded Environmental
Conditioning Laboratory for its
Hy-Optima hydrogen analyser
products.
“This
gives
H2Scan
the
capability
to
expand
its production and deliver
customised products to refineries
and petrochemical facilities,”
continues Fraser.
“In an oil refinery, they are
as many as 23 points where the
level of hydrogen needs to be
very accurately monitored and
where H2Scan new conditioned
instruments can play a key role.”
Hy-Optima products are

used in process applications to
ensure production optimisation
of oil and petrochemical products.
Each Hy-Optima sensor is rated
for
background
monitoring
of hydrogen in the presence
of gases such as hydrogen
sulphide and carbon monoxide
at predetermined concentrations
with no interference with the H2
reading.
“The laboratory will be used
to ensure that the sensors are
conditioned to provide accurate
hydrogen indication in the
presence, or absence, of these
gases,”he adds.
“This laboratory gives us the
flexibility to develop products
that are unmatched in the
industry currently,” he continues.
“The ability to certify hydrogen
sensing in the presence of
50% carbon monoxide and 5%
hydrogen sulphide is unheard of
in the industry and this offers new
alternatives to our refinery and
petrochemical customers,” Fraser
asserts.
The new laboratory now
conditions Hy-Optima products
which have been marketed
for more than 10 years and can
currently measure hydrogen
concentrations from 0.5% to 100%,
in the presence of carbon dioxide
of up to 20% concentration and in
the presence of hydrogen sulphide
at up to 3% concentration.
The Hy-Optima 2700, for
example, is fitted with a solid-state,
non-consumable sensor that is
configured to operate in process
gas streams.
The Hy-Optima 2700’s thin
film technology ensures that
instrument is not in any way
affected, or cross-sensitive, to
other gases in the process stream.
The 2700 has been designed
to continuously measure only
hydrogen - which it does with great
accuracy and reliability,” Fraser
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Simple measurement of liquid
levels
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continues. In addition, the HyOptima 2700 is rated explosionproof and conforms to the
requirements for Class I, Division 1
or 2 locations.
Should hydrogen get into the
instrument and ignite, the 2700’s
robust, cast-iron casing will safely
contain the event.
With Hy-Optima 2700, the
need for calibration is greatly
reduced. “In most cases, an
annual calibration using standard
calibration gases is all that is
needed,”he explains.
H2Scan was founded in
2002 and has its headquarters in
Valencia, California.
The
company
provides
the most accurate, tolerant
and affordable hydrogen leak
detection and process gas
monitoring solutions for industrial
markets.
The company’s customer
base includes some of the largest
manufacturing enterprises in the
world including General Electric,
DOD, ABB, Siemens, ExxonMobil,
Shell, Chevron, NASA, Procter &
Gamble and more.
H2Scan designed and built
its new laboratory to its own
specifications in a secured facility

adjacent to its corporate offices.
An
H2Scan
spokesman
explains that the expanded
laboratory has already paid
dividends
in
increasing
production and streamlining
the company’s product delivery
process.
“This has allowed us to cut
our backlog and shorten delivery
times,” says Mike Nofal, H2Scan
Vice President of Sales and
Business Development. “With this
resource, H2Scan becomes one
of the most agile players in this
market and we have the room to
expand as the economy grows,”
Nofal adds.
“From
an
RTS
Africa
Technologies’ perspective, thanks
to the establishment of the new
laboratory, we are pleased to be
able to offer H2Scan’s enhanced
range of instruments which will
have the potential to improve
the output of Africa’s many oil
refineries,”concludes Fraser.

Ian Fraser
RTS Africa Technologies
012 433 6335
info@rtsafrica.co.za

n 2016, VEGA introduced the
Vegapuls 64, its first radar level
sensor for liquids that measures
at a frequency of 80 GHz, which
allows
considerably
better
focusing of the radar beam. With
Vegapuls 64, measuring is made
easier and more reliable, even
under difficult conditions such
as tanks fitted with heating coils,
baffles or agitators. Until then, a
radar sensor with a transmission
frequency of 26 GHz and an 80 mm
diameter antenna had a beam
angle of approximately 10°. With
the same size of antenna, the 80
GHz device has a beam angle of
only 3°. This allows the sensor to
be used in vessels with internal
installations or heavy build up on
the walls, because the focused
microwave beam simply avoids
these obstacles.Radar sensors
with a larger dynamic range have
a higher measurement certainty,
and these sensors can be used
for a wider range of applications.
With Vegapuls 64, media with
poor reflective properties – a
low dielectric constant – can be
measured with more certainty
than with previous radar sensors.
Foam, turbulent product surfaces,
condensation, or build up on
the antenna are no problem. The
sensor measures more reliably
due to its greater measurement
certainty.
It has an accuracy of 2 mm
and a measuring range of up
to 30 m. The device is ideal for
wide use across industries
ranging
from
demanding
applications in the chemical
industry to hygienic applications
in the pharmaceutical and food
industries. The relevant approvals

for this sector, such as 3A and
EHEDG, are available. The 80 GHz
device can be used universally
for the majority of industrial level
applications. Since the sensor can
be equipped with a small antenna,
there is hardly a mounting location
where it will not fit.
Other benefits include:
• Ideal for use in vessels with small
process connections, such as
those used in the pharmaceutical,
biotech and food industries.
• Media can be measured with
much higher accuracy than before
– right up to the process fitting
and down to the very bottom of
the container.
• The new sensor can easily be
installed using existing process
connections, eliminating the
need for costly equipment
modification.
• Since radar signals pass through
viewing windows and glass, the
sensor can also be mounted
outside such containers.
• The larger dynamic range
provides a higher measurement
certainty, especially when there
is build-up, condensate, foam, or
a turbulent liquid surface in the
vessel.
• Radar technology is immune to
process conditions like changing
temperature,
pressure
and
density.
With Vegapuls 64, levels can
be measured in applications
where the process or structural
conditions were previously not
suitable for radar.
Leandi Hendrikse
VEGA Controls SA
011 795 3249
leandi.hendrikse@vega.com
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Large no drip internal mix atomizing nozzles conserve liquid

E

XAIR’s new 1/2 NPT No Drip
Internal Mix Atomizing Spray
Nozzles work in the same way
their standard atomizing nozzles

do, but have the added benefit of
positively stopping liquid flow
when compressed air is shut off.
Internal Mix Atomizing Spray
Nozzles mix liquid and air inside
the nozzle and produce the finest
atomization of liquids up to 300
centipoise. The patented No Drip
design requires no additional air
line to control the No Drip feature.
When spraying any type of
liquid, post-spray liquid flow can
cause big problems. Unwanted
drips can ruin product function
on sealing or mating surfaces and
ruin the appearance of painted
or coated finishes. In addition,

excess liquid flow wastes precious
resources such as expensive
coatings, chemicals or water.
No Drip Atomizing Nozzles
are ideal where no post-spray
drip is permissible. When the
compressed air supply is shut off,
the no drip nozzle positively seals
off the flow of liquid eliminating
the possibility of drips.
EXAIR's 1/2 NPT No Drip
Internal Mix Atomizing Nozzles are
available in four patterns: narrow
angle round, wide angle round, flat
fan and 360 degree hollow circular
pattern.
They are for pressure fed

applications that don't require
independent air and liquid control.
The No Drip Atomizing Nozzles
are fully adjustable to minimize air
and liquid consumption and have
interchangeable liquid and air
caps. Flow ranges from 0.14 Gph to
303 Gph (0.5 Lph to 1147 Lph). They
are also available in 1/8 NPT and
1/4 NPT, and are CE compliant and
conflict mineral free.
Terri Carlson
ETEST
031 702 8302
terri@etest.co.za

The world’s most stable digitizing multimeter

A

nnouncing the launch of Fluke
Calibration’s two best-in-class
digital multimeters, the 8588A and
the 8558A 8.5-Digit Multimeters.
These
long-scale
precision
digital multimeters offer superior
accuracy and long-term stability
over a wide measurement range.
Stability,
simplicity
and
performance by design
The
8588A
incorporates
exceptional linearity, low noise and
stability in the design. This best-inclass long-scale digital reference
multimeter guarantees superior
3.5 ppm one-year DC voltage
relative accuracy and long-term
stability over a wide measurement
range and functions.
The 8588A contains the world’s
most stable voltage references
and attenuators custom crafted at
Fluke Calibration. These precision
components eliminate the need
for daily internal self-calibration
to compensate for drift when
less-precise components are
used. Autozeroing also becomes
unnecessary because the amplifier
offsets are ultra-stable.
The 8588A achieves an
exceptional 8.5-digit resolution
reading in one second, two times
shorter than the next best in class,
which amounts to considerable

productivity improvements.
The 8588A is easy and intuitive
to use. It is the ideal lab multimeter
for metrologists and calibration
laboratory managers who expect
and appreciate a straightforward
setup that quickly achieves the
maximum performance of the
instrument.
Accuracy, offset and stability
provide excellent ac performance
The 8588A provides the most
accurate true ac rms measurement
available in a Fluke Calibration
multimeter. With a 5 megasamples-per-second
sampling
analog-to-digital
converter
and an extraordinarily stable dc
analog path, the 8588A achieves
remarkable ac rms measurement
performance that is ten times
faster, two times less noisy, and
more sensitive for low level
signals than other instruments
in this class. It utilizes digital rms
calculations to maintain full
resolution of a wide dynamic range
of digitized signals, so users can
see a wide range of measurements
clearly.
Rapid digital filters are more
effective than their analog
equivalents for faster settling.
The digital filters eliminate the
dielectric absorption on analog

filters, commonly associated with
residual slow-tail characteristics.
The digital filters effectively
shorten settling time to within 6
cycles of the filter frequency and
less than 1 ppm of the fully settled
value. This is up to 10 times faster
than other long scale precision
digital multimeters at low
frequencies.
Low noise is achieved from
averaging the collected highresolution digitized data and the
inherently stable signal path.
De-coupling low level signal
sensitivity from temperature
drift enables the 8588A to make
higher accuracy low-level ac
measurements.
Therefore,
temperature drift, offsets, and
long-term instability typically
associated with an analog rms
converter are eliminated.
The
8588A
Reference
Multimeter is designed for
calibration standards laboratories,
and this reliable digital multimeter
holds the industry’s best oneyear dc voltage accuracy. It also
pushes the speed envelope by
producing a stable 8.5 digits
reading in a mere one second,
enabling it to outperform any
other
long-scale
reference
multimeter on the market. With
more than 12 functions, the 8588A
helps consolidate the lab’s cost
of test into a single measurement
instrument.
The
8558A
8.5-Digit
Multimeter digitizes 5 million
readings per second, the industry’s
fastest, for high-resolution system
automation in calibration labs and

manufacturing test environments.
It further supports a minimum of
100,000 readings per second at
4.5 digits across GPIB, USBTMC or
Ethernet, and a 15 million reading
data storage in the instrument
memory, allowing full flexibility
to make timely and correction
decisions for system throughput
and efficiency.
These instruments offer a
straightforward, intuitive user
interface and colour display with
an easy-to-access configuration
menu that makes it easy to train
new users. A graphical display
lets users easily visualize trends,
histograms, complex waveforms,
and statistics. Repeatable systemspecific tasks can be automated
quickly and easily. Fast, high
resolution data capture gives
the quantity and quality of
information needed for increased
productivity and faster access to
results and answers.
The 8588A and 8558A work
with Fluke Calibration MET/
CAL™
Calibration
Software,
in 8508A emulation mode,
allowing you to for an increase
in throughput while ensuring
calibrations
are
performed
consistently every time. This
powerful software documents
calibration procedures, processes
and results for ease in complying
with ISO 17025 and similar quality
standards.
Comtest
010 595 1821
sales@comtest.co.za

SOMETIMES THE CHOICE
IS DIFFICULT …
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… THE CHOICE FOR LEVEL MEASUREMENT IS EASY:
80 GHZ RADAR!
One sensor for bulk solids.
Sounds simple, is simple!

One radar sensor
for liquids.

17
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RADAR LEVEL MEASUREMENT
WITH 80 GHZ
Industrial processes are becoming increasingly customized
and complex. Now it’s even easier to select the right level
transmitter for your needs. For a reliable non-contact level
measurement solution, just choose VEGAPULS 64 for
liquids or VEGAPULS 69 for bulk solids.

DYNAMIC RANGE

120 dB

Poorly reflecting media? Dust,
condensation, or buildup? Radars with
best-in-class dynamic range deliver
constant visibility of your process levels.

PROCESS FITTINGS FROM

¾"

With small connections and a compact
design, VEGAPULS 64 is the perfect fit
in the smallest liquid containers.

FOCUSING

3°

No interfering signals from internal
installations. A radar beam angle from
3° for liquids and 4° for bulk solids.

ACCURACY

+/-1 mm

Every drop counts with VEGAPULS 64.
It really scores points for accuracy,
especially with high value liquids.
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Engineering 4.0: One-Click Dashboard eliminates an entire
work step

M

any machine builders and
systems integrators looking
to transform their business
models have identified machine
and plant process data as being a
core fundamental. When it comes
to tailoring new data-driven
services to individual customer
requirements, however, they need
solutions that are as cost-efficient
as possible.
Here, keeping the engineering
as simple as possible is a key factor.
TwinCAT Analytics supports this
kind of Engineering 4.0 approach
with the One-Click Dashboard,

a new feature that reduces the
once time-consuming process of
dashboard creation to nothing
more than a simple mouse click.
TwinCAT Analytics’ automated
functionality
for
converting
analysis
configurations
into
executable PLC code now also
includes dashboard generation.
With One-Click Dashboard, all
it takes for users to generate an
entire HTML5-based analytics
dashboard based on the PLC
code and to load it into a selected
Analytics Runtime container is a
simple mouse click.
When the process completes,
users receive a network address
that they can then use to access the
dashboard in a web browser. This
ability to generate dashboards
without the need to write a single
line of code or design graphics
is a huge time-saver within the
engineering process.

80 GHz radar sensors can be adjusted wirelessly with
a smartphone or tablet. Did you know? All VEGA level
sensors since 2002 can also get Bluetooth. Just click-in
a new PLICSCOM display and adjustment module and
it’s done!
John Galt (right), president and CEO of Husky Injection Molding Systems, presents
the “EMEA Supplier of the Year” award to Hans Beckhoff, Managing Director and
Owner of Beckhoff Automation.

A

Phone +27 11 795 3249 | E-mail info.za@vega.com

as multiple languages. It is also
possible to switch between
light and dark themes, and to
automatically set links to methods
that reset the algorithms.
Despite this high level of
flexibility, dashboards that are
created automatically may not
always meet every user’s needs, so
when TwinCAT 3 HMI projects are
generated, they are integrated into
Visual Studio® as well. This enables
users to adapt their dashboards to
their requirements in the graphical
editor. Even with dashboards that
need extensive customization,
the engineering process still
involves far fewer clicks than the
conventional approach, saving
significant time and expense.
Michelle Murphy
Beckhoff Automation
0117952898
press@beckhoff.co.za

Award for long-standing development partnership in injection
molding machines

ADJUSTMENT

More information: www.vega.com/radar

Based on TwinCAT 3 HMI, the
new functionality provides at least
one HMI Control for every TwinCAT
Analytics algorithm, each with an
up-to-date tile design that follows
the latest web standards. The
controls contained in a dashboard
can be selected individually in an
algorithm’s properties with the
aid of a control preview. Users can
also combine multiple algorithms
within an individual HMI Control.
Generated automatically, tailored individually
Automatically
generated
dashboards can be customized
by configuring individual user
settings. For instance, users are
able to pick their own header
colors and logos, and can even
choose to show geographically
distributed machine locations
on a world map. In addition, the
controls are available in a choice
of layouts and themes as well

fruitful
development
partnership as well as trusting
and reliable relationship such as
the one that has existed between
Canadian machine manufacturer
Husky Injection Molding Systems
and control system supplier
Beckhoff for roughly 20 years now
is a rarity these days.
Husky recently underscored
this by honoring Beckhoff with its
EMEA Supplier Award at the K 2019

trade show held in Düsseldorf,
Germany.
When Husky chose Beckhoff
as its control systems supplier in
1999, the renowned company was
ready to step off the beaten path
and work with a pioneer in the area
of PC-based control technology.
Beckhoff was still a relatively
young and small company at the
time, so Husky’s decision was not
without risk. That the company

decided to move forward with
Beckhoff may have been based
in part on individual rapport, but
most of all on Husky's trust in the
trailblazing potential of the PCbased control philosophy of Hans
Beckhoff.
The openness of the Industrial
PC platform, which was based on
Windows standards, and the clear
separation between software and
hardware opened up a new world
of competitive benefits for Husky.
PC-based control replaced Husky’s
legacy control concept, which was
based on a multitude of dedicated
controllers and PLC hardware, with
a single Industrial PC and TwinCAT
as an integrated software platform.
During the development
phase, it quickly became
apparent that Beckhoff, with
a strong innovative spirit, was
the perfect match for Husky as
the technology leader in highperformance injection molding
machines. Husky's technical
challenges subsequently led to
technological improvements and
the development of new Beckhoff
products. A prime example of
the close cooperation between
Husky and Beckhoff are advanced

temperature sensor modules,
which can be mounted directly on
the injection molding machine
without any special cables.
After a successful trial phase,
Husky went into series production
with Beckhoff control systems and
declared them the standard for
its entire machine portfolio. In 20
years of continuous cooperation,
various generations of PC-based
control systems have been
installed in Husky machines as a
result.
Husky was also one of the
first companies to rely on the fast
EtherCAT standard introduced to
the market by Beckhoff in 2003.
With EtherCAT, Husky’s machines
not only became faster, but also
more accurate, which in turn
increased their performance and
quality while making them more
resource-efficient.
The technical and economic
success of both companies
went hand in hand with these
developments.
Michelle Murphy
Beckhoff Automation
0117952898
press@beckhoff.co.za
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Drive series for variable speed control

T

he Danfoss range of electronic,
mechanical and intelligent
‘mechatronic’ devices, includes
the VLT® AutomationDrive FC
300 series, designed for variable
speed control of all asynchronous
and permanent magnet motors
on most industrial machines
or production lines – even in
demanding applications and
challenging environments.
The
Danfoss
VLT
AutomationDrive FC 300 series,
with intelligent drive functions, is
based on a flexible and modular
design to optimise energysavings, versatility, efficiency and
maintenance. This robust drive
system, with reduced harmonic
impact and a spark-free design,
is protected against the negative
effects of vibration, moisture
and dust and has the flexibility
to operate pumps, conveyors,
palletisers and material treatment
equipment, ensuring optimum
control and dependable operation
for extended periods.

The VLT AutomationDrive which has received global awards
for innovation and user-friendly
features - reduces project costs,
ensuring the lowest possible cost
of ownership while maintaining
high-efficiency processes. As
with all Danfoss drives, this
system is motor independent
to offer the flexibility to be able
to select the correct motor for
specific applications. Danfoss
makes an ongoing investment in
advanced technologies, to ensure
all systems comply with current
and future demands in the drives
sector. With the implementation
of the VLT AutomationDrive into
a plant, the BMG team ensures a
seamless transition into Industry
4.0.The VLT AutomationDrive FC
300 series boasts both hardware
and software enhancements that
maximise performance and a new
Ethernet platform for improved
communication. This range also
encompasses new generation
E-frames and lower temperature
ratings. This modular and
adaptable drive system is suitable
for installation in any environment
– close to the motor, in electrical
panels, switch rooms or outdoors
and as stand-alone units in the
production area.

This system has an advanced
thermal design and back-channel
cooling and is one of the most
compact and cost-efficient aircooled drives in the range of
90 kW to 800 kW at 500 V.This
robust and intelligent system
has been designed to simplify
every step in the installation
process,
including
wiring,
programming and operation. The
VLT AutomationDrive, which is
compatible with leading motor
and
fieldbus
technologies,
offers web-based configuration,
Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) and access to drawing
and engineering diagrams. The
system also provides tools for
harmonic and motor-drive system
efficiency calculations. There is
a flexible interface to the drive
data from multiple access points,
including directly at the drive,
via mobile applications, through
an integrated web server and via
cloud connectivity.
The standard functionality
of the VLT AutomationDrive
can be expanded by replacing
mechanical
controls
with
energy-saving
electronic
motion control options. With the
Integrated Motion Controller
(IMC) functionality, the VLT
AutomationDrive 302 replaces
more complex positioning and
synchronisation controllers to
save time and costs. Applicationdedicated functions for optimum
performance include droop
functionality for load sharing, an
integrated brake control for the
safe operation of hoists and an
integrated process controller for
demand-based pumping.
This drive system has an
intelligent
troubleshooting
and remote access facility and
also features preventative and

predictive maintenance functions
that ensure trouble-free operation
for
reduced
maintenance
costs and avoiding unplanned
downtime.
The VLT AutomationDrive
can withstand operation in all
industrial environments and
low voltage grids, including
production facilities operating
from 690 V mains networks.
AC drives are available in
various enclosure sizes and
protection ratings, from IP20
to IP66. Integrated DC chokes
and RFI filters in all units protect
installations
by
minimising
harmonic
distortion
and
electromagnetic
interference.
Typical applications for this system
include mining and minerals,
food and beverage, packaging,
water and wastewater, marine and
offshore, chemicals, cranes and
hoists, elevators and escalators,
materials, oil and gas and textiles.
BMG has recently been
appointed as a Danfoss DrivePro®
Service Partner - the only company
in Southern Africa to achieve this
level of recognition and one of the
first 30 companies appointed as
part of this programme globally.
Through this agreement,
BMG provides a support service
for VLT and VACON drives that
encompasses troubleshooting,
maintenance,
repairs
and
replacements. As a Danfoss
DrivePro® Service Partner, BMG
also offers specialised training
and technical support to improve
productivity, performance and
uptime for the entire life cycle of
Danfoss drives.
Mick Baugh
BMG
011 620 1538
mickb@bmgworld.net

Large range of timers and counters

A

NLY are a manufacturer
of timers, counters, Solid
State relays, level switches and
other industrial automation
components. They specialise in
timers and counters and offer
analogs and equivalents to other
timers and counters already in the
market.
Their aim is to be able to
provide these units to end users
at a greatly reduced price point

and to offer alternatives to other
instruments that have either
become excessively expensive or
have reached end of life.
Their catalogue is massive in its
scope and there is almost nothing
they can’t do when it comes to
timers.
Time is perhaps the most
measured variable in the world
and ANLY have a full roster of
products on offer that should

cover any and all your timing
needs.
From basic analog to multifunction and even fully digital
microprocessor based timers,
ANLY seeks to offer a solution
to any process where time is a
measured and depended quantity.
ANLY’s key selling point is
that they are usually able to offer
a solution or an equivalent to
a competitive brand at a more

economical price point, without
sacrificing quality. ANLY has been
producing instruments since 1971
and their quality and low-price
point has kept them competitive in
the market all these years.
Roy Embling
Temp-Tek
011 465 8066
roy@temptek.co.za

New anti-static air knife with 30% better performance is CE, UL
and RoHS certified

E

XAIR’s new Gen4 Standard
Ion Air Knife eliminates static
electricity 30 percent better at
low inlet pressures which saves
compressed air and money.
Production speeds, product
quality and surface cleanliness can
improve dramatically. It eliminates
static on plastics, webs, sheet stock

and other product surfaces where
tearing, jamming or hazardous
shocks are a problem.
Gen4
products
have
undergone
independent
laboratory tests to certify they
meet the rigorous safety, health
and environmental standards
of the USA, European Union
and Canada that are required to
attain the CE and UL marks. They
are also RoHS compliant. New
design features include a metal
armored high voltage cable to
protect against abrasion and cuts,
integrated ground connection
and electromagnetic shielding.

The Gen4 Standard Ion
Air Knife incorporates EXAIR’s
Standard Air Knife that minimizes
compressed air use by inducing
surrounding airflow at a ratio of
30:1. The unique amplified airflow
carries the ions to the target,
making it possible to eliminate
static charges in less than a half
second. Air volume and velocity
are infinitely controllable from a
“breeze” to a “blast” to gently wipe
or forcefully blow away debris.
The Gen4 Standard Ion Air Knife
product line is available from stock
in 3 inches to 48 inches long. The
electrical ion source is shockless

and there is no radioactive
element. A new selectable voltage
power supply has been designed
to operate Gen4 products.
Visit EXAIR.com to see the
entire Gen4 static elimination
product line. Applications include
surface cleaning, neutralizing
plastics, bag opening, printing
machinery, packaging operations
and elimination of painful static
electricity shocks.
Terri Carlson
ETEST
031 702 8302
terri@etest.co.za

Electromagnetic flow measurement in a compact design

W

hether in the life sciences or
in biotechnology, whether
in the food or chemical industries
– global competition is steadily
increasing.
Ever more companies are
implementing their process
facilities in a very short time by
following a“modular principle”.
The production units and
skids required for this include a
wide variety of measurement
and control technology devices
fitted into a minimum of space.
Therefore, customers require more
and more compact and spacesaving devices without limitations
on functionality.
This
also
applies
to
electromagnetic
flow
measurement.
The Promag 100 from
Endress+Hauser was specially

designed for such applications.
Promag 100 combines a
decades-long proven sensor
technology with ultra-compact
transmitter electronics without
any compromise.
As a multivariable flowmeter,
the Promag 100 also opens
unimagined possibilities for
optimal
controlling
and
monitoring
individual process
units, e.g. for
heating, cooling,
distillation,
fermentation
(bioreactors),
product filtration,
phase separation or
inline cleaning.
High transparency and security
in the process
The Promag 100 has a new
feature: in addition to the volume
flow, the fluid conductivity as well
as the fluid temperature can now
be measured directly.
This makes it possible
to
monitor
the
process
comprehensively and with high
accuracy around the clock:
• Accurate measurement and/or
dosing of substance amounts
• Assured compliance with
guidelines and regulations
• Reduction of operating costs by
means of proven, space-saving
measuring devices
Innovative measuring
electronics in miniature format
The miniaturized measuring
electronics in “ultra-compact

format” not only have the same
functionality as a traditional
device, but also include a web
server for intuitive operator access.
This opens up completely
new service and commissioning
options.
Examples
cover:
simple
access to measuring instruments
and diagnostic data, on-site
configuration of instrument
functions without additional
interfaces, or upload and
download
of
configuration
data for commissioning other
identical measuring points.
Permanent self-diagnostics
(Heartbeat TechnologyTM) and
a service-friendly data storage
concept (HistoROM) guarantee
safe operation around the clock.
The electronics housing is
available in aluminum or stainless
steel, as well as in an ultracompact hygienic version with
pre-configured plug connectors
(M12x1).
Seamless system integration
Promag 100 is perfect for every
environment.
The
seamless
system
integration via HART, Modbus
RS485 or EtherNet/IP is just as
straightforward as the wide
variety of process connections,
such as weld neck, hygienic clamp
connections, couplings, threaded
adapters or flanges.
The wide range of approval
types (Ex, EHEDG, 3A, ASME BPE,
FDA, etc.) ensures the highest
level of safety in operation and

compliance
with
specified
regulations.
Industry-optimized sensors
All Promag 100 measuring
devices are tested and certified
on accredited, fully traceable
calibration facilities (ISO/IEC
17025).
This guarantees greatest
measuring
accuracy
and
repeatability, even in long-term
operation.
Both the Promag H and the
Promag P sensor are available
with
different
equipment
packages, allowing them to be
matched optimally to the process
conditions.
These
variants
include
corrosion-resistant linings made
of PFA or PTFE, various measuring
electrodes made of acid-resistant
materials or SIP- and CIPcompatible seals for the Promag H.
Both Promag sensors offers
all-in-one:
full
functionality
where space is at a minimum,
simultaneous
measurement
of multiple process variables,
excellent and traceable accuracy
(max. measured error: ±0.2%)
and a long record of proven
performance.

Kgomotso Makhobela
Endress+Hauser
011 262 8004
kgomotso.makhobela@
endress.com
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Portable vibration meter stores up to 100 readings

Gain and
keep control
over your
business

S

oliflo, a leader in the field of
liquid control and tanker
loading and in partnership with
Toptech Systems, is the sole sales
and service provider for worldleading load rack controller and
terminal management systems
throughout the sub-Saharan
region. In addition to South Africa,
Soliflo has operations in Kenya and
Mozambique.
A global company, TopTech
Systems focus is streamlining
data management and bringing
efficiencies from the load rack to
the back office through its presets
and automation software.
For decades, it has been
providing powerful solutions to
terminals, depots, and refineries
worldwide.
Amongst those solutions are
Multiload II and TMS6 which work

together to provide increased
visibility and control to owners/
operators.
Multiload II acts as the preset
load controller at the rack, while
TMS6 acts as the transaction
management system.
Flexible, easy-to-use and
maintain, Multiload II delivers
straight product or multi-product
recipes using ratio, sequential and
various hybrid blending methods
and is the only preset designed to
truly grow with your business.
Together, these products
eliminate product loss, control
who can lift and how much, and
increase safety for everyone
involved.
Ultimately, these modular,
flexible platforms lead to greater
efficiencies throughout the entire
loading and tracking process with

M

improved gate-to-gate times and
the ability to track every drop of
fuel.
One of the great benefits of
using Multiload II and TMS6 is
the elimination of product loss.
This is accomplished by making
it nearly impossible for a driver
to load product without being
authorised by the combination of
the Multiload and TMS6.
Since Bulk Vehicle Operators
use
Multiload
to
identify
themselves and choose the
amount and type of product
before loading, owners can
account for every drop of product.
In addition to using Multiload to
choose the type and amount of
product, customers can place
orders before entering the facility.
This allows owners to not only
know where their product went
(past) but where their product is
going (future).
Owners can track orders at any
time via TMS6. Finally, after every
load, a bill of lading is printed for
the driver and all the transaction
data is also stored in TMS6.
That means lost misplaced
tickets are a thing of the past transaction data can no longer be
lost.
Another major benefit of
Multiload II and TMS6 is the ability
to control which customers can lift
and how much product they can
have.
The facility owner can set
these controls in TMS6 and they
will be enforced at the load rack by
Multiload II.
This is a seamless process

that enables owners to maintain
enough product for all their
customers and never worry about
Bulk Vehicle Operators loading
without authorisation.
Additionally, Multiload II
and TMS6 increase overall safety
for employees and Bulk Vehicle
Operators.
When equipment or product is
out of spec, the Multiload will give
an alarm and prevent the driver
from loading.
Owners can view and track
alarms via TMS6.
A feature which allows owners
and customers to pinpoint
Bulk Vehicle Operators that
need additional training, get
maintenance for equipment
before it becomes a safety issue,
and ensure they are providing
customers with the proper recipe.
Multiload II is the most flexible
preset on the market, allowing
customers to accurately dispense
product from facilities with any
configuration.
The transaction data is
immediately sent to TMS6 which
also interfaces seamlessly with
most accounting systems, making
the invoicing process easier than
ever.
The speed and accuracy of
data when using Multiload II and
TMS6 leads to faster load times,
better visibility and increased
security.
Soliflo
011 792 2196
info@soliflo.co.za

onitran has introduced
an upgraded version of its
successful portable vibration
meter with a bright, easily
readable display. When connected
to a constant current type
accelerometer the compact MTN/
VM330D stores up to 100 timestamped readings, which can be
transferred to a PC using the USB
cable supplied.

An
invaluable
trouble-shooting tool,
the high performance
unit displays an instant
readout of RMS, peak,
peak-peak, crest factor
and bearing condition
and gives a colourcoded indication of
machine status.
Conforming to ISO
10816-3, it has a large
colour LCD display and a
rugged protective rubber case. Its
rechargeable lithium-ion battery
comes with a worldwide charger
and delivers a battery life of over 20
hours.
Other features include a
switchable low pass filter and an
audio output for listening to the
vibration directly.
The MTN/VM330D is suitable
for monitoring the performance
of a wide range of machinery,

including engines, gearboxes,
motors, turbines and pumps.
It is supplied with Monitran’s
MTN/2200
general
purpose
accelerometer as standard, with
other types available on request.
“This simple vibration meter
gives you the ability to measure
vibration at any point on a
machine and is often all you need
to confirm that your machinery is
working within manufacturing
specification. We recommend
it should be in every engineer’s
tool kit,” said Monitran managing
director Andy Anthony.Customers
who already have Monitran’s
MTN/VM220 vibration meter can
return it to take advantage of an
introductory upgrade offer.
Instrotech
010 595 1831
sales@instrotech.co.za

New service enables remote performance monitoring of
multiphase flow meters for confidence and continuity in shale
operations

E

merson launches IIoT-enabled
Connected Services to support
multiphase flow meters in
unconventional shale.
Oil and gas producers have
a new means of optimising
wellhead production that lowers
operating costs while increasing
safety, thanks to a newly
launched service from Emerson
that
leverages
cloud-based
technologies to remotely monitor
flow meter performance at the
wellhead.
The Roxar 2600 Multiphase
Flow
Meter
Performance

Monitoring service provides
operators
with
actionable
recommendations to optimize
meter performance and enable
proactive maintenance, based
on
advanced,
continuous
data collected from an onsite
multiphase flow meter and
analysed remotely by Emerson’s
experts.
Specifically,
the
service
delivers performance monitoring
of
Emerson’s
Roxar
2600
Multiphase Flow Meters, which
have been used in the oil and
gas industry for more than 25
years to accurately measure well
production rates.
The Roxar 2600 Multiphase
Flow Meter platform offers
solutions for well testing,
unmanned wellhead platforms,
production metering, wellhead
monitoring, and shale oil
applications.
Using
next-generation
network technology, Emerson
experts can remotely deliver
advanced
diagnostics,
data
interpretation and reporting from
the multiphase flow meters on a
regular schedule.
As the industry is in the midst

of a digital evolution, Emerson
is supporting operators in their
transition to new metering
technologies
with
remote
support. Emerson experts provide
guidance,
from
installation
and calibration to data-driven
recommendations for optimizing
operations.
To achieve this, the service
utilizes
secure
connectivity
architectures for the safe transfer
of data from the flow meter to the
cloud where it can be analysed.
This enables issues to be
identified without having to send
personnel to the field and before
they become larger problems that
impact production.
Periodic performance reports,
regular ongoing data sharing, and
evaluation of meter performance
provide operators with a
complete overview of operational
continuity, while also forming the
foundation of a proactive planned
site activity and maintenance
strategy.
The monitoring of multiphase
flow meters is the latest service
in an expanding portfolio of
remote monitoring solutions for
equipment and processes offered

through Connected Services.
Emerson Connected Services
leverage expertise to improve
reliability and performance of
critical equipment.
Connected
Services
are
Emerson
service
offerings
where data is collected from
critical equipment and securely
sent to Emerson experts so
that they can make actionable
recommendations to enable
proactive
and
predictive
maintenance.
Connected Services leverage
decades of Emerson’s deep
domain expertise, making use of
technology to capture data from
a variety of devices and deliver it
to applications and experts who,
in turn, provide valuable insights.
The service is part of the company’s
PlantwebTM digital ecosystem, a
scalable portfolio of technologies,
software and services that
enable significant performance
improvement through the digital
transformation of operations.
Devesh Roopnarain
Emerson Automation Solutions
devesh.roopnarain@
Emerson.com
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Realigning water
industry assets in
digitally enhanced
operations

D

igital
transformation
is
blending information and
operational technology for asset
performance improvements that
reduce costs, optimise efficiency
and improve conservation in the
water and wastewater operations.
“This opportunity comes at
a time when water is recognised
as a limited, high-value resource,”
states Jacques Squire, Water and
Wastewater Segment Leader at
Schneider Electric South Africa.
“The United Nations projects
that if current water usage trends
continue, by 2030 the world
will have only 60% of the water
it needs. This pending scarcity
compounds pressures already
mounting in the industry.”
Industry pressures
“Water is increasingly being
recognised as a high-value
commodity, but the factors listed
below present a major threat
to organisations that treat and
deliver water.”
Aging infrastructures contribute to water losses and inefficiencies
• Cash-strapped municipalities
demand greater fiscal accountability to reduce the cost of supplying, treating and conserving
water
• Skilled personnel age out of the
workforce faster than the replacement pool is growing
• Climate extremes challenge water treatment, supply, wastewater,
and storm water management capabilities
• Regulations on energy, water
quality, standard of service, and
emissions are increasingly stringent
• Threat of cyber attack looms
Improving asset management is
first step

“While the industry attacks
such challenges on many fronts,
including water conservation and
demand management, improving
asset performance is one of the
most effective strategies a water
and wastewater plant or network
can take to reduce costs and
protect quality.
“It can help counter the effects
of aging infrastructure, reduce
total cost of ownership, empower
maintenance teams to do more
with less and ultimately optimise
the performance of each asset.
Asset management has become
a top concern among a growing
number of water operations,
with 42.7% of water industry
respondents citing ‘maintaining or
expanding asset life ’ as their most
significant sustainability issue.
“As recognition of the value
of asset management grows,
the practice is steadily maturing,
advancing from reactive run-tofailure approaches to predictive
and prescriptive strategies, in
which increasingly intelligent
assets all but manage themselves.
“ARC Advisory Group reports
that moving up the scale from
preventive
and
conditionbased approaches to predictive
and prescriptive strategies has
enabled users to cut the cost
of maintenance labour and
MRO (Maintenance, repair and
operations) materials by 50%.
“ARC analysts also estimate
that on average, industrial
operations lose about 5% of their
operating budgets to downtime,
which can be reduced to zero
through more sophisticated asset
management techniques.
Eliminating downtime can
ripple benefits well beyond
maintenance
productivity,

impacting
service
delivery,
product quality cost and many
other factors.
“New capabilities to collect,
analyse and share process data
digitally bring the benefits of
asset performance improvement
well within the reach of even the
smallest operations.
Results offer 50% reduction in
maintenance costs; 30% reduction
in energy costs; and 5% improved
productivity.”
Implementation through IIoT
“Achieving asset performance
management in a cost-effective
way
involves
augmenting
traditional
client/server
information architectures with
technologies such as industrial
internet of things (IIoT) gateways,
edge analytics, and cloud
computing, which are more open
and amenable to digital control.
“Collecting
operational
data from connected assets,
such as pumps, and sharing it
with real-time decision support
applications – in the cloud or on
premises – is how digitisation
improves asset performance. It
involves bringing information
technology (IT) and operational
technology (OT) together securely
in ways that were not feasible
previously.
“The EcoStruxure architecture
for water & wastewater provides
a platform that can guide the
management,
integration,
evolution and protection of digital
infrastructure as clients move to
the benefits of asset performance
improvement.
It models the flow of
information from smart field
devices at the base layer, through
gateways and controllers at the
middle and edge layers, into

IT applications and analytical
services for ultimate presentation
to decision makers.
“Partitioning
digital
infrastructure in this way provides
an orderly framework for
introducing digital technologies
to improve asset performance.
It will help achieve the following
three objectives.
• Secure baseline reliability of assets
• Enhance baseline reliability
through advanced IT and digital
applications
• Optimise asset performance
strategically, enhancing digital
tools and techniques through
further integration with multiple
assets and all relevant plant operating data
Returns in three months
EcoStruxure clients are able to:
• Optimise asset availability and
utilisation
• Manage aging infrastructure
• Reduce Capex
• Control Opex
• Manage energy costs
• Reinforce physical and cyber security
• Empower your workforce
• Comply with environmental and
safety regulations
“Most of our clients who
implement asset performance
improvement programs begin
seeing a return on investment in as
little as three months,” concludes
Squire.

Prisca Mashanda
Schneider Electric
011 245 6400
prisca.mashanda@se.com
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Turbine flowmeter for difficult media

T

he Kobold’s flowmeter model
DOT is perfectly suited to
measure the flow of low viscous
liquids.

Thanks to tried and tested
turbine wheel technology and
robust stainless steel housing,
the device can operate at
pressure levels up to 250 bar and
temperatures of up to 120 °C. It
can address the requirements
for monitoring or dosing even of
difficult media such as distilled
water, acids, bases, alcohol,
additives as well as several
chemical or pharmaceutical
compounds.
A number of individual
measuring
ranges
between
a minimum 0.11 m³/h and a
maximum 550 m³/h can be
realized.
Versions with even larger

diameter and higher measuring
ranges are available.
The velocity of turbine wheel is
evaluated (contactless) by the use
of a pick-off coil with a magnetic
core.
Model DOT provides precise
results. Independent of medium
conductivity, a linearity of ± 0.2
% to ± 0.5 % of reading, and a
repeatability of ± 0.02 % to ± 0.05 %
can be achieved under steady flow
conditions.Model DOT is available
as threaded or flanged version
covering diameters of 15 to 150
mm.
DOT’s significant
characteristics:
• Measuring range: 0.11 - 1.1 m3/h

... 270 - 2 700 m3/h water (higher
on request
• Viscosity range: low viscous
• Linearity: ±0.5 % of reading
• Pressure max: 250 bar; Temp
max: 120 °C
• Connection: G ½ ... G 2 male, ½"
NPT ... 2" NPT male, DIN flanges
DN 15 ... DN 300 (larger on request), ANSI flanges ½"... 12" (larger on request)
• Material: stainless steel, carbon
steelλ Output: pulse output, LC
display, 4... 20 mA, batching, totalizing.
Instrotech
010 595 1831
sales@instrotech.co.za

New functions for process and program controller

T

he range of functions of the
proven process and program
controller Jumo Dicon Touch, has
been extended with numerous
new features.

Extensive
control
tasks
can be implemented via four
instead of two control channels.
Several control zones can then
be managed on a space-saving
manner using just one device.
Up to four user-programmable
process screens enable individual
visualisations, fast access to
process states, and simple as well
as straightforward operation.
The Dicon Touch offers the
right solution even for complex
applications with the function

extension to 16 math and logic
formulas as well as four timers.
Even extensive time-controlled
processes can be implemented
with a high degree of flexibility
in the new version via 32 user
programs and 16 operating
contacts.
In addition, the integrated
function offers sustainable and
tamper-proof data acquisition of
eight analog and 16 digital values.
The Dicon Touch can be
individually adapted to the

respective requirements with
the control algorithm, the
modular structure, as well as the
communication
possibilities
via the interfaces USB host, USB
device, RS422/485 Modbus master
or slave, Profibus DP, Ethernet and
Profinet IO device.
Anastas Schnippenkotter
ASSTech Process Electronics &
Instrumentation
011 708 9200
info@asstech.co.za

Humans and machines work in harmony in the factory of
tomorrow

E

xports are a key indicator of the
economic performance of any
industrialized country. With an
export volume of USD 1.44 trillion,
Germany ranked third behind
the USA (USD 1.54 trillion) and
China (USD 2.26 trillion) in a global
comparison in 2017. To ensure
that the German economy does
not lose out in the long term, new
concepts are needed to optimize
the efficiency of industrial
production.
In view of the progress made
in automation and artificial
intelligence, a well-established
and
improved
interaction
between man and machine could
help to ensure high economic
standards and productivity. A
promising model for the new
harmony on the factory floor is
based on intelligent, integrated
and interactive design of

tomorrow's
manufacturing
processes. Many still believe that
man and robots can only work
against each other or, if need be,
side by side; moreover, there is still
a fear that machines will replace
human workers. However, the
coexistence of human workers and
automated machine solutions and
robots has become commonplace
in more and more companies.
But that's not all: digitalization
provides companies in the
manufacturing industry with
an enormous inventory of
technological
options
for
implementing the factory of
the future. Smart networking
using artificial intelligence offers
the opportunity to convert
manufacturing data into strategic
information. It also enables the
smooth integration of highprecision robotics technologies

that work at high speed,
supplemented by methodically
safe and simple interaction
between man and machine.
New era of intelligent,
integrated and interactive
production
Increase efficiency, reduce
costs, strengthen competitiveness
- what is necessary to secure
your
market
position
in
competitive global markets can
be implemented with innovative
solutions for flexible and efficient
production.
An
impressive
example of the potential of a
technology that can revolutionize
the factory floor of the future, while
promoting harmony between
human and machine, is a new
collaborative robot that emerged
from the partnership between
Omron and Techman.
It offers an innovative solution

for the simple automation
of applications that have
traditionally been carried out by
humans and where automation
has so far been very difficult.
The robot can be seamlessly
integrated into an autonomous
mobile robot and also enables
the automation of complex
tasks using a 3D camera. One
example of a futuristic solution
is bin picking: The robot quickly
and precisely sorts different
articles and deposits them where
they are needed. The 3D camera
locates the items and sends
their coordinates to the robot,
while the software, supported
by AI algorithms, performs the
advanced calculations required
for optimized goods picking, for
example for customized orders.
Meanwhile, a mobile robot is
responsible for the subsequent

transportation of the goods.
In this respect, the efficient
combination
of
different
production processes forms the
basis for particularly flexible and
reliable production and material
handling. It also gives a foretaste
of what will be possible in the
future with “Factory Harmony”,
where integrated, mobile and
collaborative robots work in
harmony with humans, to ensure
flexible
manufacturing
and
customization.
Systematically avoiding
malfunctions and breakdowns
Operational excellence is an
important basis for investment
security - especially in view of the
current changes in the industrial
production
organization.
Changing consumer behaviours
are forcing manufacturers to
flexibly produce smaller quantities
in a larger number of variants,
saving as much time as possible.
The factory of the future must
therefore become more flexible
and be able to convert production
more quickly and produce smaller
runs. The ultimate goal is to be
able to deliver personalized
products from an agile and
networked production line. In an
automation model that meets
this requirement, all devices,
machines and solutions should
operate in an integrated manner.
Effective quality control is essential
in all production and packaging
lines. Those who can identify
defective products before they
leave the factory, or even before
they are produced, benefit from
considerable time and cost savings
and avoid costly product recalls,
loss of productions and possible
damage to brand reputation.
Equally important is the
quality control of packaging
for products such as food or
medicines. An illegible barcode
or a wrong expiration date can
lead to the need to dispose of
faultless products. In addition,
there is a trend towards stricter
legislation, which gives top
priority to unambiguous labelling
for all types of products. For
example, the EU has introduced
new regulations in 2019, requiring
production lines to meet even
higher quality control standards.
As a result of the increasing degree
of automation in production lines,
the need for automated processes
in quality control has also been
amplified. Among other things,
it pays off if the machines are able
to collect data in order to optimize
predictive maintenance. The more
data is collected and processed,
the more "intelligent" the machine
can be to help extend production

line life, reduce downtime, and
increase productivity.
For example, Omron's Sysmac
AI controller includes a predictive
maintenance library based on AI
and collects, analyses and uses
data on Edge devices to extend
their life, detect anomalies and
prevent failures. No Internet
connection is required: users are
no longer dependent on cloud
computing and can leverage the
AI potential for their business
advantage.
Image processing supports
error detection
An increasingly important
factor in quality control on
production lines is smart
image processing - technically
implemented
either
as
a
completely new solution or by
partially retrofitting an existing
system. Very compact image
processing systems monitor
production in real time and react
immediately to any error.
The data transmitted by
an image processing system
is processed on site and made
available centrally via the cloud for
detailed analyses so that suitable
measures can be taken. In order
for an inspection system to make
intelligent decisions data must
be captured by a sensor, such as a
camera, for image processing.
These cameras can be set up
to monitor various aspects of a
product, such as detecting defects
or checking labels for printing
errors or missing information. The
data is then analysed with high
computing power to compare
the process with the actual and
target results. When problems are
detected, the system responds
according to programmed rules.
Sometimes it can automatically
correct the errors, but even then,
the operator is always informed
to ensure correct processes and in
case additional action is required.
Since this system is fully
networked, it provides a better
link between the machines on a
production line, resulting in both
more precise quality control and
greater efficiency. When an error
is detected, the system can often
automatically compensate for it
and production is not affected.
Intelligent automation solutions
of the latest generation work fast,
offer high computing power, are
easy to operate and thus ensure
transparent quality control in the
factory of tomorrow.
Flexibility is the engine for
customer satisfaction and
business success
Since customer and business
requirements are constantly
changing, the factory floor must

also be more flexible in the future.
Flexibility in the organization
and arrangement of production
resources is one of the key success
factors for efficient production.
This includes on one hand the
mobility of the robots used and on
the other hand their adaptability
to concrete requirements in
practical use. This is another
advantage of an effective quality
control and process management
system.
By
combining
image
processing, motion, control,
functional safety and robotics in
a single management system,
production lines can be more
easily adapted to short production
runs and changing market
requirements.
The line layout can be quickly
redesigned and the recognition
pattern for quality control can be
easily updated in the software.
This ensures that different
product variants or even different
products are produced and
packaged flawlessly. In addition,
such a system brings the benefits
of
future-proof
orientation,

because it can be easily adapted
to new regulations. As a result,
manufacturers do not have to
worry about changing their
production lines but can simply
initiate a firmware update for the
existing solution if necessary.
Conclusion: Factory Harmony
determines production of the
future
The networking of humans
and machines is more than just
a trend towards the efficient
organization
of
processes
and the distribution of tasks
in manufacturing plants. The
tangible benefits of tomorrow's
high-performance
factory
are already showing how the
systematic harmonization of
human and machine-based
capabilities is revolutionizing
production with the help of
artificial intelligence and robotics
and is breaking new ground for the
production methods of the future.
Laetitia de Jager
Omron Electronics
011 579 2600
info.sa@eu.omron.com

Achieve flexible production
with integrated robotics solutions

Delta Parallel robot
Quattro and Hornet

Articulated robot
Viper

SCARA robot
eCobra

Mobile robot
LD Series

The new Omron Robotic Automation enhances the most demanding
manufacturing lines. Realize faster line start-up & change-over, implement
easier to use technology & vertical line integration, and facilitate faster data
capture & analysis to increase your in-line efficiency.
Our industrial robotics range from articulated, SCARA, and DELTA to
collaborative (mobile) robots that optimize the handling of varying lot sizes
and diverse products, formats and qualities. Achieve flexible production
with integrated robotics solutions that give you a competitive edge!
Discover how to improve your flexible production, contact us:
+27 (0)11 579 2600
info.sa@eu.omron.com
industrial.omron.co.za
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Setting the bar for paperless recorders

W

ith their first foray into the
videographic recorder and
data logging market several years
ago with the VR-series of recorders
Brainchild kicked things off with a
major bang.
Their first generation VR-series
were a resounding success and
upset the market drastically by
being able to offer competitive
quality and feature sets at a far
lower price point than other
manufacturers at the time.
The VR series has done
exceptionally well and have
taken the realm of process and
automation by storm the world
over.
Sadly however, it is time to
retire the marvel that was the

VR series and
introduce the
next stage in
the evolution
of Brainchild’s
paperless
recorder range,
namely
the
PRseries.
This
new
range
of
recorders now
come standard
with an array of standout features,
the most obvious and welcome
of which is the new 65k colour,
TFT touch screen. This new screen
offers a crisp display with excellent
response times and incredible
touch accuracy and dynamic
colour reproduction. Coupled
with an all new ARM-Cortex A8
processor clocked at 1Ghz ensures
that these units never lack for
processing power.
With an astounding list of
options for inputs & outputs there
is almost no task that the PR series
cannot tackle.
Analogue inputs & outputs
and digital inputs and outputs
can be grouped in almost endless
combinations to scale these units

to just about any application.
The advantages of the extra
processing power shine through
with an updated scan time of
100ms on up to 48 channels
simultaneously, this makes using
a paperless recorder for flow
applications a reality.
Included as standard in all
models in the PR series is a live web
server. What this allows is for you
to easily view the status and active
trends on the unit in real time
simply by navigating to the units IP
address in any web browser on any
device from a Mac to a PC, Ipad or
even a mobile phone.
This has obvious advantages
for keeping track of a process or
production line without the hassle
of a costly SCADA system. With a
DNS and a simple port forward this
feature can be accessed from any
device from anywhere in the world.
Along with all the hardware
improvements Brainchild have
also made major leaps with the
updated software interface for the
PR series.
Still based on the tried and
tested Windows CE 6 platform it
comes with a host of new features.
From greatly extended input types

to be truly universal to advanced
mathematical functions and
integration and even huge leaps in
security and batch processing,
Brainchild’s
development
team have spared no expense
in
providing
the
most
comprehensive
feature
set
possible.
Customization is now the
name of the game. With the ever
increasing need for customisation
of displays and having control
over the way data is displayed for
specific applications, Brainchild
have implemented a revolutionary
solution.
With an optional firmware
upgrade, users are able to use the
PanelStudio (Brainchild’s powerful
HMI development Environment)
to easily customize the recorders
display.
This means the way your data
is presented is entirely up you
and is limited only by your own
imagination.
TEMP-TEK
Roy Embling
011 465 8066
roy@temptek.co.za

Accurate, reliable results with new thermal camera

L

eading
an
industrial
maintenance team
requires a unique
combination
of
communication
skills,
industry
knowledge
and
technical expertise.
Implementing
standard
work
and a preventive
maintenance
program is more
than just good for business – it also
aligns the team with a common
goal of safely and efficiently
keeping the plant up and running.
Choosing the right tools can
make a significant difference
in the success of these types of
programs. Fluke’s new Ti300+
infrared
camera reduces

unexpected breakdowns and
improving work execution by
helping maintenance teams
to find issues before they
actually become problems. The
Ti300+ has the resolution and
accuracy needed to clearly reveal
temperature differentials or
demonstrate progressive heat
changes over time.
With LaserSharp™ AutoFocus
the Ti300+ ensures focused
images, every single time. With
the touch of a button, the built-in
laser distance meter calculates
and displays the distance to
the designated target on the
camera screen and takes the
image in focus. Most importantly,
temperature readings from infocus images are highly accurate.
The Ti300+ enables the team to
get clear images with touchscreen

simplicity, while maintaining a
safer distance from operating
equipment. Features include:
• 320 x240 resolution
• Measures up to 650°C
• Engineered and tested to withstand a 2-meter drop
• Manual or automatic focus
In conjunction with Fluke
Connect desktop software for
connectivity, the Ti300+ is able
to generate professional reports
in minutes, while efficiently
capturing full radiometric data
to support the maintenance
program.
• Edit and optimise images
• Combine infrared and visible images for simpler analysis
• Create detailed reports
• Access thermal images from
cloud storage
• Organize and search images by

Read your magazine online at

asset, severity and title
For thermal images to illustrate
an issue, users need to know the
equipment and understand
the subtle difference between
normal and abnormal operating
temperatures.
Also, confidence in the ability
to capture accurate thermal
images plays a significant part,
and having a Fluke Ti300+
thermal camera with LaserSharp
AutoFocus
makes
taking
everything much easier.Finally,
users need a thermal camera that is
rugged enough to capture quality
infrared images even if it gets
dropped! (up to two meters).
Comtest
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One sensing range for all metals
Inductive sensors
Uniform sensing range for the reliable detection of all metals
Compact size for use in the smallest of spaces
Electromagnetic ﬁeld immune sensor technology to prevent incorrect switching
High-quality stainless steel housing IP 65 / IP 69K for greater reliability
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